
RFID Blocking Card Sleeve Description:

Best rfid blocking sleeve with horizontal type is made from a durable coated paper with
aluminum foil that blocks radio waves and prevents scanners from reading through the chip
inside your cards or passport. That's why you need to keep your cards and passport inside a
shielded holder all the time, except asked by the authority to remove it for check up. As soon
as your card is put securely inside of the sleeve, a shield is placed around it that blocks
electromagnetic reader signals from associated with the RFID chips found in your card. This
particular basically makes all of your private information inaccessible. Your cards will remain
protected before you remove them from the sleeve. This is so simple. These protector
sleeves are thin, lightweight and made to match all standard passport and credit card sizes.
They match easily inside any wallet, purse, handbag, or even layer wallet. There is a slight U-
shaped marking in the center of the open end that enables you to remove your cards or
passport easily. Providing you heightened protection that is far more cost effective, discreet,
and fashionable compared with RFID wallets and bulky cases that are often a headache to
carry around. 

Keep your credit and bank cards protected from potential personality thieves and slip your
credit and bank cards into the lightweight credit card RFID blocking sleeve. You'll find it is so
slim and light-weight, you you'll be able to still keep your cards inside your wallet!

Best rfid blocking sleeve with horizontal type is designed to help preventing identity theft.
These sleeves at first glance look like a simple piece of cardboard. You have to take a further
look into these sleeves although to see that they are truly a work of art. The outside of the
sleeve is a paper coating, no biggie there other then you can get it in several various designs.
For the inside, if you spread it open like an envelope you can see the aluminum lining that is
designed to stop theft. Next the card holder suits your cards tightly therefore they do not slip
around or fall out easy. Being so tight fitting makes it where the sleeve with the card in it
easily fit in the slots of your wallet with no issue.

 

RFID Blocking Card Sleeve Specifications:

Item Name best rfid blocking sleeve with horizontal type

http://www.nfctagfactory.com/products/best-rfid-blocking-sleeve-with-horizontal-type.html


Size For credit card: 59*88mm (vertical type), and 89*56mm
(horizontal type)
For Passport: 135*93mm (horizontal type), 140*97mm
(vertical type)
Other size can be customized.

Material Plastic,coated paper with aluminum foil,(275gsm or
182gsm),Paper.

Application Protecting smart cards, such as credit card, bank card,
passport, etc, protecting your card information from illegal
scan.

Packaging Details 1. Standard package: 20 pieces/opp bag, 5000 pieces/
carton, carton size: 44*30*24CM, G.W. 22.5KG/carton
2. Amazon popular package in sets: 10+2 (10 credit card
sleeve + 2 passport sleeve), 10+3, 12+2, 5+1 etc
3. Color box package
4. Other custom package accepted

Delivery Time 8-15 days based on QTY
Shipping Way by express(DHL,FEDEX), by air, by sea,etc.
Price Term EXW(shenzhen),FOB(shenzhen),CIF,CNF etc.
Pay Term by TT, L/C, Western Union, MoneyGram etc.
Minimum Order
Quantity

1000 pieces

Sample Free sample for test and shipping cost collection by
customer

 





If you want to buy rfid blocking sleeve products, please feel free to contact
us: info@nfctagfactory.com

 

 

https://www.nfctagfactory.com/inquiry.html

